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This brief letter from St Paul to Philemon describes for us his loyalty 
to his friend and his integrity in doing what is the right, ethical and 
perhaps even the Christian thing to do. 
 
St Paul, the great apostle was under house arrest in Rome. 
The whole context of this letter was from circumstances that were 
not ideal. He’d been under arrest for several years, had travelled 
and been shipwrecked.  Now he is waiting – sweating it out you 
might say! 
Except that he wasn’t! 
He was making use of every opportunity. 
 
Paul held meetings in his house, sharing the message of Jesus and 
people’s lives were being changed as they became Christians. The 
Church was growing, centred around this home guarded by the 
soldiers, Roman soldiers.  Paul under house arrest. 
 
It is into this situation that a slave man arrives – Onesimus running 
from his master Philemon, a citizen of Colossae in modern day 
Turkey. 
 
Somehow, we are given no hints as to how, Onesimus finds himself 
or is found in this ‘home under guard’.   He is made to feel 
welcome, accepted and able to learn at the feet of the Apostle.  
Perhaps he hangs on St Paul’s every word as he teaches about: 
• the forty days of Lent, preparing for the forgiveness possible 

because of Jesus death on the cross.   
• the promise of new life, of heaven and the kingdom of heaven. 
• and about freedom in Christ.  
 

This slave – his heart and life is turned around as he becomes a 
follower of Jesus and part of this church. 
 
Notice what’s happened: this man was a slave, a runaway slave 
He was either just escaping the slavery that he had endured for 
many years, maybe even his whole life, or because he had stolen 
from his master. Perhaps he had stolen in order to run and escape 
slavery. 
 
So, we have a slave who is probably a thief enabled to become a 
follower of Jesus, someone who could have been rejected because 
of his status, his appearance, his life story. 
 
It is a remarkable challenge to us. 
Everyone who comes through these church doors actually has a life 
story that potentially doesn’t fit with ours. 
Everyone, we encounter has a life story that potentially doesn’t fit 
with our morality, our ethics, our thinking, our ‘standards’. 
How we respond to them might well determine how they respond 
to the person of Jesus. 
 
Paul google 
may not have met Onesimus before, but he knew or knew about 
Philemon – a fellow worker in the gospel. The church in Colossae 
met in his perhaps palatial home big enough to accommodate such 
gatherings. 
 
But, Paul would not reject this slave. And Onesimus became, not 
just a slave who became a Christian and joined in the Church 
activities, but because he was someone whose past life was used to 
serving others - to giving of himself for the benefit of others… 
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..He clearly and very quickly became a significant aide to St Paul. 
 
No hint that Paul was using him as a slave but instead he says: “I 
would have liked to keep him with me so that he could take your 
place in helping me while I am in chains for the gospel”.(v13) 
 
This was to provide a challenge to St Paul. His loyalty and integrity 
under the spotlight. The situation sat uneasily with him. 
 
It began to dawn on him ever so strongly, that he had a 
responsibility, a legal, moral, ethical and even Christian response to 
this situation to consider. 
 
Remarkably he comes to the conclusion, no doubt supporting 
Onesimus in what must have been a somewhat frightening 
prospect, that he should return him to his master. 
 
We might think this is odd behaviour with 21st century recognition 
the evil of slavery.  But I want to remind you that at the time it was 
the legal norm.  Of course, Paul did so much to subvert that legal 
norm not least in the letter we have before us today: 
 
He made it very clear in his writings there is “neither slave nor free, 
for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3.28) – you’re all 
equal. There is a great equality in the nature of the gospel and he 
Christian life. We are all in the same boat as it were. 
 
One theologian (Tom Wright) suggests that ‘Paul puts a time bomb 
against the institution of slavery in this letter, effectively pleading 
with Philemon to treat him as fully human.’ 
 

And so, with his gentle subversive activity around the area of 
slavery that was taken up so actively and fully by people like 
Wilberforce and led to the abolition of slavery, Paul did the right 
thing at the time.  His loyalty to Philemon intact.  His integrity 
crystal clear. 
 
Paul has already written a letter to the Church in Colossae, now in 
our Bible, which will be taken at the same time. Colossians 4.9 says: 
“He is coming with Onesimus, our faithful and dear brother, who is 
one of you. They will tell you everything that is happening here”. 
 
Now he sits down to pen a personal letter to Philemon, and his wife 
Apphia, to help with the reception that Onesimus would receive. 
 
I have to tell you Philemon would have been in his legal rights to 
have stoned Onesimus to death or crucified him or branded him 
with the letter F for ‘fugitive’, or least meter out some form of 
punishment. 
 
It is here in this letter that we have a great mandate for recognising 
the change that comes from the transformation brought about by 
believing Jesus.  
 
First of all, I see Paul not using his authority. He makes it clear that 
he could command Philemon, but he wouldn’t. 
 
You and I benefit enormously from the Holy Spirit inspired writings 
of St Paul, which are now found in our new Testament – he was not 
going to use that authority to make his case.  
 
I find myself in sort of this situation quite often as chair of the local 
board of St Cedds and Southminster Schools, and of other boards 
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elsewhere. It would be too easy to try to exercise a kind of 
authoritarian attitude. It would be easier in some circumstances to 
do that!  
 
I also have to recognise that a nod, a smile or frown, an unwise 
word or positive comment carries more than I might anticipate, 
quite simply my virtue of my office of Chair. This is something not 
to be abused or misused in any way, shape or form. It is for others 
(even those present here today) to decide whether I get that right! 
There’s my dilemma.  
 
That was Paul’s first dilemma in this letter, and he chose not to 
exercise authority but to appeal to Philemon’s better nature. 
“Therefore, although in Christ I could be bold and order you to do 
what you ought to do, yet I prefer to appeal to you on the basis of 
love. (v8-9) 
 
Secondly, he faced the ethical dilemma on whether or not this 
useful person to him, should be sent back.  The question was the 
not: “What is the safest thing to do?” Nor: “What is best for us?” 
Rather, it was: “What is the right thing to do?”  
 
Paul decided that the Christian thing to do, the thing to do with 
integrity, was to work within the law and not to break the law.  I 
can’t begin to think how difficult that was, even though he had 
every reason to hope that Philemon would treat his slave with 
generosity and “forgiveness, but he couldn’t guarantee it. 
 
Whatever Paul’s real beliefs about slavery, he was clearly a man 
who wanted to ensure the safety of everyone within his influence. 

After all he is the one who stopped the sailors throwing people 
over board to save the boat and themselves in the runup to the 
shipwreck. 
 
I often reflect that it’s too easy to throw stones and I can be on the 
receiving end of those stones, when people want you to act in 
certain ways to, take certain actions, cut some corners or enable 
certain things but actually it would involve trying to circumvent the 
law or regulations we work to. 
 
It’s a bit like driving when there is traffic which holds you up and I’m 
going to be late. I left plenty of time and I know that I could have 
made it without this delay. To be frank and honest it’s easier to put 
your foot down and tear down the lanes here on the Dengie and 
break the law. There isn’t really any integrity in that and yes, I did 
get caught speeding outside Steeple and had to attend a Speed 
Awareness Course.  I tried to justify that right, left and centre: it 
was just a 30-mile area, going 35 mph, no traffic, nothing round the 
corner, just a speed cop.    
 
Integrity. Paul operating with absolute integrity and all times. This 
was not the time start a campaign against slavery, challenging the 
social or legal norms. That time would come.  
 
Thirdly he was absolutely right in his appeal to draw on the great 
truths of the Christian message, of grace, reconciliation, 
forgiveness, servanthood. So, he describes to Philemon how 
ironically and indeed helpfully, the name of the returning slave was 
‘Useful’ -, the meaning of Onesimus’ being ‘useful’.    11 Formerly he 
was useless to you, but now he has become useful both to you and 
to me. 
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In this context he was of course pointing out the sacrifice that he 
was making in returning this slave who had become useful to him, 
and who could be even more useful as a ‘brother’ than as a slave. 
 
And so, we have this great line. A loaded line.  
15 Perhaps the reason he was separated from you for a little while 
was that you might have him back for ever – 16 no longer as a slave, 
but better than a slave, as a dear brother. He is very dear to me 
but even dearer to you, both as a fellow man and as a brother in the 
Lord. 
 
Useful is coming home. Useful is not just a mere slave, but useful is 
a brother! 
 
Maybe Paul could have outlined some other ways in which this man 
had been useful to him and the cause of the gospel. Perhaps he 
could have talked through the gifting of this man, his spiritual gifts. 
 
Clearly, Paul was hoping, asking, pleading that his future be 
different from his past. That the result of his repentance and 
forgiveness from God would be replicated by Philemon who would 
no doubt have often prayed, as we do: “Forgive us our trespasses 
as we forgive those who trespass against us”. 
 
So ‘Useful’ goes back.  
 
Like a novel that ends without giving us the outcome – it is to be 
continued. Like a soap opera where there is no other episode. It 
leaves you hanging.  
 

Perhaps that’s the point.  We can turn our attention to ourselves 
and ask how useful we are, in our place of service whether that’s in 
the church, the community, the school, or the world at the large. 
 
What is our loyalty to each other and to God like? 
 
And how is our integrity in the areas of law, of ethics, of morality.  
How do we work of these things out in a life and context that is 
often full of uncertainty, challenge and dilemmas? 
 
Perhaps this Lent we can reflect on St Paul’s example and as he said 
elsewhere: 1 Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ.  
1 Corinthians 11  
 
 
 
 


